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MOTOR VEHICLE (CATASTROPHIC INJURIES) BILL 2016 
Returned 

Bill returned from the Council with an amendment. 
As to Consideration in Detail 

On motion by Dr M.D. Nahan (Treasurer), resolved — 
That the Council’s amendment be considered in detail forthwith. 

Consideration in Detail 
The amendment made by the Council was as follows — 
New clause 35A 

Page 26, after line 7 — To insert — 

35A. Review of Act 
(1) The Minister must carry out a review of the operation and effectiveness of this Act as soon 

as is practicable after the 5th anniversary of the day on which this section comes into 
operation. 

(2) The Minister must prepare a report based on the review and, as soon as is practicable after 
the report is prepared, cause it to be laid before each House of Parliament. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: I move — 
That the amendment made by the Council be agreed to. 

I would like to go through the amendment and start off by thanking the Legislative Council for the expeditious 
passage of this bill. It is a very important reform and I thank the Legislative Council for its quick action. This is 
a standard review clause and I find no problem with it at all; I think it is a good idea. It is not a standard clause in 
other legislation related to the Insurance Commission of WA. I am not saying it was an omission or oversight or 
our fault. Either the minister or, indeed, the Parliament, can authorise such a review. There was some discussion 
about whether it should be three years or five years. Given that the scheme will be phased in over the first year, 
I would strongly argue for five years. I think that is good. The Insurance Commission of Western Australia will 
undertake regular reviews of the processes, because this is a new approach that is no fault, and it will require 
a large amount of money. I see no problem with this amendment at all, and I urge its passage quickly so that we 
can get the bill passed by 1 May and the no-fault scheme can be implemented on 1 July. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: I have a couple of questions about this amendment. As members are aware, the opposition 
has been supportive of this legislation in both this house and the upper house. However, I am keen to know, and 
perhaps the Treasurer can explain, whether this amendment was generated from a government member and the 
arguments that were put. I have only just seen this amendment. I agree with the Treasurer that this is a good 
amendment. It is not controversial. The amendment refers to a review after the fifth anniversary of the day on 
which “this section” comes into operation. Interestingly, it probably should be “the act”. How did this 
amendment come upon us? Did it come from cabinet? 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: Prior to the debate, Hon Nick Goiran came to me and asked about this amendment. He was 
going to move it on the floor of the upper house. I did not watch the actions on the floor, but I assume that this 
amendment was put forward by Hon Nick Goiran. I said that I had no problem with the amendment, so long as 
the amendment could be passed and come to this house in an expeditious manner. I have no problem with the 
amendment at all. I actually think we should have omnibus legislation that provides for reviews to be standard 
across all legislation, particularly legislation of this significance. My understanding is that Hon Nick Goiran 
came to my staff and asked whether I would be amenable to this amendment, and I said yes, subject to the 
expeditious passage of the bill. That happened—the bill passed through the upper house very quickly, and the 
amendment is now down here. The amendment was not raised in cabinet. It was put on the floor of the upper 
house, and I assume that it had majority support. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: I have a question about the nature of the review. I would be concerned if this review was 
undertaken on behalf of the Insurance Commission and for the Insurance Commission. I am also keen for the 
review to comprise representatives of the plaintiffs—that is, those who are injured and are receiving the benefits 
under the no-fault catastrophic injury insurance scheme that we are setting up—because ultimately the views of 
the Insurance Commission may differ from the views of the people who are the beneficiaries of this regime. I ask 
the Treasurer to put on the record his view of the nature of the review that will take place as a result of this 
amendment. 
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Dr M.D. NAHAN: That is a very good question. I have already discussed with the Insurance Commission 
whether it conducts reviews as standard. My view is strongly that the review should be independent of the 
Insurance Commission and should comprise people with a wide range of expertise. I would be disappointed if it 
was an exercise to water down the coverage of the scheme. Therefore, even though this amendment does not 
give direction as to the composition of the review, my view is that it should be independent of the 
Insurance Commission and have a wide range of expertise. I accept the member’s argument that it should 
include the expertise and knowledge of the plaintiffs and the perspective of the major focus group—that is, the 
catastrophically injured parties. Another question is the definition of “catastrophic”. The member will remember 
that we had a discussion about all the standards that will be set up. In the next five years, we will see the roll out 
of the National Disability Insurance Scheme and the development of other standards. I would think this scheme 
needs to be looked at in the wider context of the NDIS. Therefore, it will be a review of the act, but in the 
context of an evolving insurance and assistance scheme for the disabled. Therefore, the review will need to be 
wideranging.  

Mr B.S. WYATT: Similarly, the Treasurer may recall that we had a long conversation around the dispute 
resolution process or the appeals process. That should also be captured in the review of the act, not just from the 
perspective of the Insurance Commission, but importantly from the perspective of the injured parties, so that 
whatever Parliament is dealing with this will be able to get a thorough understanding of how the scheme is being 
implemented. We had a conversation in this place, and we were all in furious agreement, about the fact that we 
do not want to create an overly legalistic or adversarial system. The problem is that we often say that in this 
chamber and the systems we create then become something quite different from what was expected by the 
Parliament at the time, hence our support of this review clause, because hopefully it will allow for a review 
around the specifics of the implementation of the regime. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: I support the amendment fully. Hon Nick Goiran was pushing very strongly to have lawyers 
involved in the medical assessment. I think the member for Cannington said that sometimes we cannot 
differentiate what the issue is, and a lawyer would be the advocate, and there would be a push to take a legalistic 
approach to the medical assessment. I think Hon Nick Goiran’s focus with this amendment is to make sure that 
the assessment is not adversarial and not legalistic. Hon Nick Goiran had a concern that that will happen 
anyway. That is also a concern for the member for Victoria Park, and it is my concern, too. Therefore, the review 
should look at whether any legalism is creeping into the medical determination process, and whether there are 
any issues that we need to address at that time. This will be a very good and appropriate focus of the review. 
I therefore commend the amendment to the house.  

Question put and passed; the Council’s amendment agreed to. 

The Council acquainted accordingly.  
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